Abstract: Multiagent Data Warehousing (MADWH) and Multiagent Data Mining (MADM) presents a multidimensional agent-oriented approach for brain modelling and decision making based on the hypothesis that a brain system consists of a society of semiautonomous neural agents and full autonomy is the result of coordination of semiautonomous functionalities. The agent-oriented approach leads to the following concepts, challenges, and prospects:
Introduction
For many decades, a hierarchical architecture has been the dominating model in brain related research. Unfortunately, a hierarchical structure alone is too simplistic to be realistic for organising many billions of neurons into an autonomous system for high level cognition. MADWH and MADM provides an alternative approach to brain modelling (Zhang, 1996 (Zhang, , 1997 (Zhang, , 1998 (Zhang, , 2002a (Zhang, , 2002b Zhang and Zhang, 2004) . The new approach is based on a multidimensional agent orientation where agent similarity, agent cuboids, agent community, orthogonality, and reorganisation are some basic concepts.
In MADWH/MADM the brain is considered a society of semiautonomous neural or genetic agents where full autonomy is the result of coordination of semiautonomous functionalities and learning is accomplished with multidimensional and MADM. It is shown in Zhang (1996 Zhang ( , 1997 Zhang ( , 1998 Zhang ( , 2002a Zhang ( , 2002b and Zhang and Zhang (2004) that coordinated knowledge discovery is possible in an evolving dynamic environment with a large number of autonomous or semiautonomous neural agents as 'actors' and agent actions as 'transactions'.
Different from the Apriori algorithm (Agrawal et al., 1996) where frequency is used as a priori threshold for mining item associations, MADWH/MADM uses agent similarity as a priori threshold for discovering agent associations in first order logic that was once considered impossible in traditional data mining. Different from multirelational data mining (MRDM) (MRDM'01 2002; Toivonen and Dehaspe, 1999) , MADM does not assume a static data source or data stream. Instead, relevant data is like mineral deposit that is to be located through coordinated multiagent exploration or 'data outcropping' from an uncertain and dynamic environment before knowledge discovery. A MADWH (or a multiagent data mart) provides a brain model for the coordination of data outcropping and mining (Zhang and Zhang, 2004) .
Multidimensional agent orientation in MADWH and MADM provides a joint platform for many areas of research and development. From one point of view, MADWH/MADM is to promote CCI and DAI for scientific, engineering, and business applications including brain and neuroscience research itself where the two long term former adversaries of CI and AI can join forces with other areas. From a web-based software engineering perspective, self-organisation and reorganisation brought up a major challenge in the design, implementation, reuse, and integration of MADWH/MADM systems for personalisation, user modelling, P2P, autonomy, and semi-autonomy.
This work presents some concepts, identifies a number of challenges, and provides some prospects on MADWH/MADM with discussions on applicability, feasibility, and architectural design issues for different applications. Section 2 introduces some basic concepts in MADWH and MADM as a package. Section 3 discusses CCI vs. DAI. Section 4 reviews the example in Zhang and Zhang (2004) for further discussion. Section 5 presents a comparison between MADM and MRDM. Section 6 introduces an Intermediate Agent Law for agentisation and agent discovery. Section 7 discusses feasibility and applicability of orthogonal agent association. Section 8 identifies a number of challenges ahead. Section 9 draws a few conclusions.
Basic concepts
MADWH/MADM focuses on the interplay of the two. With a MADWH, MADM algorithms can be developed in an evolving dynamic environment with autonomous or semiautonomous agents especially CI agents. Instead of mining frequent itemsets from customer transactions or frequent patterns from multiple relations, MADM discovers new agents and mines agent associations in first-order logic for coordination based on agent similarity. The concept of agent similarity leads to the notions of agent cuboids, orthogonal MADWH and MADM.
The novelty of a MADWH lies in its ability to systematically combine neurofuzzy systems, multiagent systems, database systems, machine learning, data mining, information theory, neuroscience, decision, cognition, and control all together into a modern multidimensional information system architecture that is ideal for brain modelling of different animal species with manageable complexity. Although examples in robot control are used to illustrate the basic ideas as in Zhang (2002a Zhang ( , 2002b and Zhang and Zhang (2004) , the new approach is generally suitable for data mining tasks where knowledge can be discovered collectively by a set of similar semiautonomous or autonomous agents from a geographically, geometrically, or timely distributed high-dimensional data environments.
CCI vs. DAI
While multiagent systems (MAS) is originated from Distributed AI (DAI) research and MADM can be considered distributed data mining, the term MADWH is coined for brain modelling and neurofuzzy control (Zhang, 2002a (Zhang, , 2002b Zhang and Zhang, 2004) . It is a continuing research effort in Coordinated Computational Intelligence (CCI) (Zhang, 1996 (Zhang, , 1997 (Zhang, , 1998 .
AI and CI research communities are well-known long-term former adversaries that are to be brought together with the MADWH/MADM platform. While traditional AI systems rely on symbolic techniques for automated reasoning numerical AI systems (fuzzy, neural, and/or genetic systems) primarily use numerical computation for learning purposes. Due to its computational characteristics, numerical AI is scientifically renamed as Computational Intelligence (CI) (Bezdek, 1992) . Since CI components are fine-grained and numerical, their coordination is excluded from the Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) research (Bond and Gasser, 1998) . On the other hand, since CI components are inherently distributed and computational, decomposition and coordination of CI systems have so far been mostly buried in computation with a few exceptions (Zhang, 1996 (Zhang, , 1997 (Zhang, , 1998 (Zhang, , 2002a (Zhang, , 2002b (Zhang, , 2007 Zhang and Zhang, 2004; Zhang et al., 2006 Zhang et al., , 2007 .
As an AI subfield, DAI research focuses on coordination and cooperation methodologies among coarse-grained MASs (Bond and Gasser, 1998; Huhns, 1987; Huhns and Singh, 1997) . A MAS is concerned with the behaviours among a collection of autonomous agents and how they can coordinate their knowledge, goals, skills and plans jointly to take actions or to solve problems collectively. Agents in a MAS may be working toward a single global goal, or toward separate but related and sometimes conflicting individual goals. So agents must share knowledge about problems and developing solutions, must resolve their conflicts and reach compromised or optimal global solutions, and must reason about the processes of coordination among the agents (Bond and Gasser, 1998 ).
An ideal autonomous DAI agent is a real world entity that has identity, knowledge, states, behaviours, and learning abilities. While being coordinated through communications, DAI agents form a MAS. A MAS is heterogeneous if the agents in the MAS are of different types; it is homogeneous if all agents are of the same type.
A Virtual Agent (VA) (Zhang and Cheng, 1993) can be defined as a characterisation or an image of an autonomous agent. A VA can also be a neural agent if the neural agent is a reflection of another agent in a brain system. Such VAs or neural agents can form a Virtual Community (VC) (Zhang and Cheng, 1993 ) that can be modelled as a MADWH.
The notion of 'agent' should be central in CCI as well as in DAI. While decision makers, autonomous robots, and networked intelligent information systems are typical DAI agents; it would be very hard to imagine that the biological or artificial neural system of an autonomous agent could function well without a school of intermediate cerebral/cerebellar agents between itself and its memory cells, fuzzy rules, and billions of neurons. Evidently, we have to answer the questions:
• What is an agent in CCI?
• What are the differences and similarities of CCI and DAI?
• How are CCI agents identified and coordinated?
• What can CCI offer to autonomous machine learning and control?
A cerebral/cerebellar agent in CCI (Zhang, 1998) The notion of CCI follows the hypothesis that the brain system of an autonomous agent consists of a school of cerebral/cerebellar agents which reflect the conceptual and/or physical world including the body states of the agent itself (Zhang, 1998; Zhang and Zhang, 2004) . CCI is mainly concerned with
• agent-oriented decomposition of a brain system
• the coordination of neurofuzzy agents
• the formation of a MAC model
• the adaptive, incremental, exploratory, and explosive learning behaviours of a MAC model
• self-organisation and reorganisation of CCI agents.
With the above definitions, low level fuzzy rules, associative memory cells, or neurons can not be considered as CCI agents because they, individually, do not show any cognitively identifiable agent behaviours or learning abilities. An associative memory module, on the other hand, can be considered a CCI agent if it meets the conditions for a CCI agent. It is interesting to consider the left and right cerebellum subsystems. Apparently, they are not fully autonomous, but they fit well into the category of homogeneous CCI agents. It is not too unusual to see someone who is half paralysed due to left or right side neural damage but who may still be able to move on one leg with some support. This is a typical example of homogeneous semi-autonomy. On the other hand a MAC system with vision and hearing agents and/or arm and leg control agents is clearly heterogeneous. As a CI subfield, CCI should share the following common characteristics with DAI:
• both are defined in an agent-oriented and distributed world
• both can use cooperation as well as competition strategies
• both need conflict resolution
• both need communication
• both use coordination as a key.
A dividing line between CCI and DAI can be drawn with the following essential distinctions:
• DAI relies on symbolic representations and reasoning schemes; CCI mainly relies on numerical representations and neuro/fuzzy/genetic learning schemes.
• A multiagent cerebrum/cerebellum MAC model in CCI is defined in a fine-grained semiautonomous neuro/fuzzy/genetic agent world; a multiagent system MAS in DAI (Bond and Gasser, 1998; Huhns, 1987) is defined in a coarse-grained autonomous agent world.
• DAI agents are mostly loosely-coupled systems that use intercommunications; CCI agents are tightly-coupled sub-systems that use intracommunications or brainstorming.
• A MAS consists of a collection of autonomous agents which can take actions individually with or without coordination; a MAC model consists of a collection of semiautonomous cerebral/cerebellar agents which can make decisions individually or collectively but normally do not take actions without coordination.
• DAI aims at enhancing effectiveness and efficiency of combined social and physical organisations, CCI searches for an agent-oriented brain architecture for an autonomous agent to emulate human learning and control.
• DAI agents adapt into certain social protocols for their coordination, CCI agents adapt into social protocols and common sense versions of natural motion laws (referred to as cerebellar laws in this paper) for their coordination. Particularly, cerebellar agents rely heavily on cerebellar laws for coordination due to the nature of its motion control tasks.
The interplay of CCI and DAI can be essential in solving complex distributed problems. A MAC system can be an agent of a MAS. On the other hand, the semiautonomous cerebral/cerebellar agents of a MAC system can reflect the states of the autonomous agents of a MAS. Therefore, CCI can be used in the coordination of DAI agents and vice versa.
A MADWH and MADM approach for brain modelling and neurofuzzy control
In Zhang (1996 Zhang ( , 1997 Zhang ( , 1998 Zhang ( , 2002a Zhang ( , 2002b ) and Zhang and Zhang (2004) , it is shown that an agent can be an autonomous or semiautonomous neurofuzzy agent for robot control. Two simulated unipeds are sketched in Figure 1 . The goal is to enable a simulated N-link uniped (whose motion is governed by a set of 2nd-order differential equations that has infinite number of inverse solutions) to learn gymnastic jumps. Each jump can be characterised with a <V, M> pair, where V is a control vector and M is a measure vector as defined in Figure 1 for a 3-and a 4-link uniped. Note that the 4-link (foot, lower leg, upper leg, and body) V vector has ten dimensions and M vector has seven dimensions. The  angles θ1-θ4 in V determine the take-off configuration of the robot; T1-T3 are torque applied to the three joints for taking off; T4-T6 are torque applied to the joints in flight to configure the robot for proper landing.
The torques can be replaced with desired joint angles θ d1 , θ d2 , θ d3 for landings. H, D, and A define the jump height, distance, and landing angle and the four angles θ L1 ,θ L2 ,θ L3 , and θ L4 define the landing configuration. The landing configuration can be equivalently determined by (A, LH, θ Lx , θ Ly ) where A is landing angle, LH is landing mass centre height, θ Lx ,θ Ly are any two different link angles. A 3-link uniped has two joints and needs two take-off torques and two in-flight torques for a jump. In this case, a brain system is hypothesised as a society of semiautonomous neural agents that can be cognitively identified by taking off configurations of a jumping uniped (Zhang, 1996 (Zhang, , 1997 (Zhang, , 1998 (Zhang, , 2002a (Zhang, , 2002b Zhang and Zhang, 2004) for different long, short, backward, and forward gymnastic jumps. Based on agent identification, agent similarity, and function similarity, we have the concepts of agent cuboids. While data cuboids organise relevant data sets into hypercube structures for business decision support, agent cuboids organise relevant or similar (cooperative or competitive) neural agents into hypercube brain structures for coordinated machine learning and control.
For any orthogonal neighbourhood, we have the application-specific associations in first order predicate logic as in Figure 2 . Figure 3 shows the 4-link uniped configurations of 16 neural agents that can be organised in a 4-D agent cube as in Figure 4 . Table 1 . Evidently, agents A and B are similar based on their jumps because they differ on one corner parameter (θ) and they are able to make almost the same jump with different joint torques. Agent C and D are similar also. But C can make longer jumps with the same height. Agent D and E are also similar, Agent E can make an even longer jump. (Note: angles are in degrees and height and distance are in meter.) Thus, every pair of neighbour agents can be considered similar. Here only one pair of actions is selected. If it is selected from 100 actions, the support is 0.01. Since only one pair of actions is tested successfully, the confidence is 1.0.
Table 1
Similar actions by similar agents V: Every pair of neighbour agents in the agent cuboids of Figure 4 are tested as similar agents with high support and confidence measures. It is then can be concluded that both agent cuboids are orthogonal. From Table 1 , we can see that the similar action measures are different only on the distance dimension. The application-specific 1st order association rules in this case can be determined as in Figure 6 . Interestingly, the two association rules are evidently dynamic motion laws in predicate logic form. Such laws can be used as meta knowledge for further coordinated data mining or knowledge discovery.
Figure 6 Dynamic motion laws as agent association rules
Similarity leads to agent interpolation and extrapolation in a global mining process. MADWH provides an efficient and adequate platform for modelling a brain system in performing coordinated adventures. At the neural network level, interpolation and extrapolation result in weight matrices for a new neural net assuming the same neural architecture. The weight matrices can be used as initial weights for training interpolated or extrapolated neural controllers. This can reduce training time dramatically compared with using random initial link weights. Given two similar BP neural agents A and B with neural weight matrices W A and W B , respectively, based on the dynamic motion laws in Figure 6 we have
where W I is a weight matrix of an interpolated neural agent, and W E is a weight matrix of an extrapolated neural agent assuming the same neural architecture. Interpolation and extrapolation is learning by agent discovery. The learning speed of agent discovery is geometrical for uniped locomotion control (Zhang, 1998) . Therefore, the orthogonal neural agent representation of dynamic motion laws provides effective inverse dynamics for the 2nd order differential (motion) equations that govern the motion of an autonomous agent. Such a brain structure may well explain the phenomena that an animal can learn and apply dynamic motion laws without understanding them.
With the similarity law, agent extrapolation allocates new agents in the plausible directions. The implausible directions are marked with DeadEnd. A DeadEnd is also an important discovery. It helps redirecting the exploration toward the plausible direction. It emulates the process of outcropping in mineral deposit exploration by a team of miners. Figure 7 shows the exploration in the long jump direction with agent A, B, C, and D as in Table 1 .
It should be remarked that traditional data warehouse query languages and utilities can be extended for a MADWH. Agent-oriented drill-down, roll-up, slice, dice, and pivot with a MADWH can support brain analysis and cognition at different levels of concentration. Some spacio-temporal patterns in multiagent brain modelling are sketched in Figure 8 . The snap-shot of a controlled jump is shown in Figure 9 . A model for mental concentration in gymnastics is sketched in Figure 10 where the smaller a kernel space the more concentrated and more precise the controlled jump. 
MADM vs. MRDM: a comparison
It is interesting to compare MADM with MRDM. In Zhang (1996 Zhang ( , 1997 Zhang ( , 1998 Zhang ( , 2002a Zhang ( , 2002b and Zhang and Zhang (2004) , each neurofuzzy agent for a 3-link uniped has 14 dimentions; each agent for a 4-link uniped has 17 dimensions. There are infinite number of reverse of the 2nd-order differential equations governing the robot motion that lead to infinite number of solutions.Using agent association there could be many agent cuboids that form an agent community or society for different gymnastic jumps or for jumping control under different gravities or different terrains. The cognitive complexity would be unmanageable with a usual data warehouse. For instance, it would be very difficult if not impossible to represent the data and knowledge for visualisation and decision using a table format without the multiagent approach and it would definitely be impossible to mine dynamic motion laws in 1st-order predicate logic without agent associations.
Here agent association is classified as orthogonal or non-orthogonal. We examine orthogonal agent association and leave non-orthogonal agent association for future study. An orthogonal agent association rule takes the general form
which reads "for all agent1 and Agent2, IF the predicate P(A 1 , A 2 ) is true THEN there exists some Agent3 SUCH THAT Q(A 1 , A 2 , A 3 ) is true". Two agent association rules are listed in Figure 11 for agent interpolation and extrapolation in coordinated data outcropping and data mining as in the follows. A close examination of the orthogonal association rules reveals that agent similarity is a key for orthogonality. There are a number of similarities between MADM and MRDM including:
• MADM and MRDM can both be used for machine learning and engineering applications
• both are suitable for knowledge discovery from high dimensional data environment
• both can be used for extracting association rules in zero-or first-order logic.
MADM can be distinguished from MRDM or graph-based mining (MRDM'01 2002; Toivonen and Dehaspe, 1999) as in the follows:
• agents are dynamic actors and/or controllers while relations and graphs are static data sets and structures
• agent association rules are rules governing agent communities while an item association is a rule about items and a relation association is a pattern regarding some relations that does not possess the cognitive identity, dynamics, learning, decision making, and control ability of an autonomous or semiautonomous agent
• orthogonal agent association is based on agent similarity as a priori knowledge while item association is based on item frequency as a priori knowledge and multirelational or graph association may use a relational strength in the real interval [0, 1]
• orthogonal Agent association may lead to the discovery of new neural, fuzzy, or genetic agents similar to existing agents while item association and MRDM or graph data mining are not motivated by agent discovery
• agents can be coordinated for collaborative knowledge discovery and decision making while item and relations can not be coordinated
• orthogonal agent associations lead to an orthogonal MADWH that resembles a brain system while relational associations are not agent-oriented
• coordinated MADM can discover dynamic motion laws that can not be observed in item and relational association rules
• agent association assumes a dynamic and distributed data environment while item and relational associations assume a static data source.
Intermediate Agent Law
Orthogonal agent association rule mining in 1st order logic leads to the extension of the mean-value theorem in calculus to a commonsense Intermediate Agent Law for MADWH/MADM as in Table 2 . Given any pair of similar biological-system-inspired computational agents or agent communities A 1 and A 2 defined in a multidimensional space with a distance 2d > 0, where d is a measurable distance, a third similar agent or agent community A 3 can be discovered or created such that A 3 is similar to A 1 and A 2 with distance d to each of them
In the above commonsense law, a biological-system-inspired computational agent could be any computer based system, intelligent or not intelligent, autonomous or semiautonomous, mobile or stationary, ground or airborne, neural or genetic, CI or AI agent, or any other computational agent. Cruise controllers, robot controllers, artificial neurons and neural networks, gene expressions and genetic models, fuzzy controllers and systems, rough set-based systems, and different memory components are apparently such agents.
The commonsense law provides a basis for the extension of digitisation to agentisation. The concept of agentisation is popular in military operational research. It is adapted into MADWH/MADM in Zhang (1998) and Zhang and Zhang (2004) . Here the term 'agentisation' stands for "populating a multidimensional space with virtual or real agents or agent communities".
With the Intermediate Agent Law, an orthogonal MADWH can be defined as a virtual non-linear dynamic agentisation and MADM can be defined as a coordinated discovery process for new agents, agent associations, agent organisations, and agent laws. Figure 12 presents a multidimensional view of an agentisation of robot species that can be converted to star schemas of a MADWH design. Then a drill-down operation can be used to find the best neural agent of a robot for a specific jump from the base cuboid. A roll-up operation can summarise the properties of all robot species from the apex cuboid. The unimaginable complexity involved is well-contained with a MADWH.
A typical application of a MADWH is in biomedicine where the drill-down, roll-up, slice and/or dice operations can be used to focus on a 2-D or 3-D subarea of a brain image in cognitive analysis on certain dimensions of a dysfunctional brain. In this case, brain images, related genetic data, dysfunctional symptoms, and artificial neural network simulations can all be integrated into a MADWH for MADM and decision support. In turn, knowledge discovery can lead to better medical devices and medical treatment. Zhang (1998) 7 Feasibility and applicability of orthogonal agent association Feasibility. From the early discussions two major necessary conditions for orthogonal agent association and orthogonal MADWH can be derived:
• Agent association requires agent identification. Agent identification can be accomplished using information gain method, Gini method, or parameter analysis. In almost all robot learning tasks, some physical configurations of the robots (including ground robot, underwater robot, and flying robots) are almost certain to be good cognitive identities of neural agents for neural learning and control.
• Agent similarity is a key for orthogonal MADWH. To define similarity, the corner or key parameters must be identified to define configuration similarity; agent capabilities must be tested to define function similarity.
Applicability. From the early discussions the following applicability conditions can be derived for orthogonal agent association:
• the environment meets the two feasibility conditions
• the learning/decision/control space is geometrically, geographically, conceptually, and/or timely distributed
• the learning/decision/control task is dynamic in nature
• many autonomous or semiautonomous agents are needed for the learning/decision/control
• collective/explorative learning/decision/control is needed
• coordination is possible.
It is evident that orthogonal agent association may not be suitable to a static data environment if the data storage is incomplete. It is also evident that orthogonal agent association is a good fit for brain modelling and robot learning/control because there could be billions of neurons in a brain system that has to be a large community or society of semiautonomous neural agents for the exploration of different dynamic data environments.
Challenges
MADWH/MADM as an emerging research area is just in its infant status. Many tough challenges lay ahead. We enumerate some challenging issues as in the follows:
• Bring CCI and DAI together. The first and foremost challenge is how to bring CCI and DAI together for the interplay of MADWH and MADM. It is expected that CCI and DAI will play a major role in MADWH/MADM. However, many questions are yet to be answered in this direction of research.
• Warehousability, agent identification, agent-oriented decomposition, and agentisation. The concepts of semiautonomy, full autonomy, agent cuboids, and agent society are for dealing with the complexity in brain modelling and agentisation. It is suggested that all bio-like robots or devices can be decomposed into semi-autonomous agents based on their physical configurations. However, some agents are better fitted for MADWH and some are not. In general, the architecture and the embedded knowledge of neural networks and fuzzy controllers (Ying, 2000) can almost be completely characterised and stored in a MADWH. Therefore, it is easier to adapt MADWH/MADM into scientific and engineering applications. On the other hand, a mobile software agent can be stored in a warehouse for dispatching or 'agentisation', but it might be difficult to identify its dimension. Many research efforts are needed for agent identification, agent-oriented decomposition, and agentisation in different application domains especially for web applications.
• Heterogeneity. In the robot control example, the agents are homogeneous because all are for gymnastic jumping. How to organise heterogeneous agents into a MADWH/MADM framework is a great challenge. A typical heterogeneous example in data mining is to warehouse all agents for data cleaning/integration, selection/transformation, mining/discovery, pattern evaluation and visualisation such that different matching sequences can be selected and optimised for different data mining tasks. Another typical example is to combine radio, audio and motor control agents in brain modelling for autonomous learning/control. MADWH/MADM is not to provide the final solutions for such tough challenges but to provide enabling technologies that lead to evolving better solutions.
• Schema design complexity. Multiple dimensional agent orientation is evidently a complex concept. Agent orientation can be considered an extension of object-orientation and object-oriented database design techniques can be borrowed. However, agent orientation has to fit into multiple dimensions.
• Query language design complexity. To the author's best knowledge, no such query languages have been developed yet. It is expected that agent-orientation can be mounted to SQL-based data mining query languages (Han and Kamber, 2001 ) like DMQL.
• Complexity in agent discovery and law discovery. In Zhang (1996 Zhang ( , 1997 Zhang ( , 1998 Zhang ( , 2002a Zhang ( , 2002b ) and Zhang and Zhang (2004) , agent discovery is illustrated with interpolation and extrapolation, and law discovery is illustrated with mining agent-association in first-order logic for the specific application of neurofuzzy control. Similar discovery has not been fully researched in many other application areas.
• Complexity in agent-oriented self-organisation and reorganisation. Although self-organisation has been a hot topic in neural network research, self-organisation and reorganisation has not been fully addressed at the autonomous and semiautonomous agent levels. It is shown in Zhang (1998) that self-organisation and reorganisation is possible in multiagent brain modelling. It is a challenging and interesting task to address the self-organisation and reorganisation issues at different levels of agent granularities, for instances, at macro-, micro-, neuron, genetic, and/or nano-levels.
• Reinforced knowledge discovery with the interplay between MADWH/MADM. Although this seems to be a big challenge, it could be the most enjoyable step once the other difficulties have been resolved. MADWH provides the centralisation of agent-oriented data, knowledge, and brain storming algorithms; MADM provides distributed mechanisms and methods for reinforced knowledge discovery. A MADWH can enhance MADM and MADM can further develop and refine a MADWH (Zhang and Zhang, 2004) . The two can be considered a YinYang pair for equilibrium and harmony.
• MADWH/MADM for neuroscience, bioinformatics, brain-informatics, and biomedical research. Evidently, this is a forever challenging and forever promising area of research (Zhang, 1996 (Zhang, , 1997 (Zhang, , 1998 (Zhang, , 2002a (Zhang, , 2002b (Zhang, , 2007 Zhang and Zhang, 2004; Zhang et al., 2006 Zhang et al., , 2007 .
• MADWH/MADM for wireless sensor networks and semantic web. Many research topics remain untouched in these areas.
• MADWH/MADM for knowledge management. This opens a new avenue in management information system research in addition to P2P and B2B business models.
• Apply MADWH/MADM for different engineering, scientific, government, military, and business applications. These applications are evidently domain-specific with the common agent-oriented approach to brain modelling. Since multiagent brain modelling and research will never end, the application of MADWH/MADM does not seems to have a boundary.
• MADWH/MADM and agent-oriented software engineering paradigm. MADWH/MADM adds new challenges for agent-oriented software engineering. Agent-oriented self-organisation and reorganisation for coordinated data mining and knowledge discovery is a major challenge. Integration and optimisation with different agents and subtasks for data cleaning, integration, selection, transformation, mining/discovery, pattern evaluation and visualisation is a typical example.
Conclusions
Some basic concepts have been introduced for MADWH and MADM. A comparison has been provided between a traditional data warehouse and a MADWH, and between MADM and MRDM. The roles of CCI and DAI in MADWH and MADM have been discussed. A commonsense Intermediate Agent Law has been posted. A number of challenges have been identified. Despite the great challenges, it can be concluded that
• MADWH/MADM provides a joint platform for many different research areas including CCI and DAI
• it enables agent discovery, agent law discovery, self-organisation, and reorganisation
• it enables full autonomy as the result of coordination of semiautonomous functionalities
• it enables the modelling of evolving processes like growing and aging.
• the short-term potential of MADW/MADM lies in its commercial values in multidimensional agent-oriented OLAP and OLAM
• its long-term impact is far-reaching because it's potential in supporting scientific discoveries as well as in business decision support especially in discoveries about bio-agents and bio-inspired agents and laws at the macro-, micro-, and/or nano-levels is forever promising and challenging.
